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Vanilla Code    Reason for Board Action 

 

01-Only name is redacted   The text is redacted because the Review Board voted 

to postpone the name of this informant.  In so doing, 

the Board found that the requirements for sustaining a 

postponement under Section 6(4) of the JFK Act were 

satisfied. 

 

The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of 

an intelligence agent that properly may be withheld 

under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act.   [Currently, 

the following sentence is also included for 1A 

postponements:] The Board is awaiting additional 

evidence from the CIA, at which tim it will 

reconsider the postponement. 

 

02-Only name is redacted 

and name is almost certainly an 

officer, agent or employee of the 

agency (not an informant)   The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of 

an intelligence agent that properly may be withheld 

under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act.  [Currently, 

the following sentence is also included for 1A 

postponements:] The Board is awaiting additional 

evidence from the CIA, at which tim it will 

reconsider the postponement.                    

                                           

                           

03-Only crypt is redacted   The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

04-(FBI only) Only confidential 

informant symbol number is  

redacted.     The text is redacted because the Review Board voted 

to postpone the numerical portion of this informant 

symbol number.  The Board concluded that such a 

postponement may be sustained under Section 6(4) of 

the JFK Act and that the release of the numerical 



portion of this number at this time would provide little, 

if any, useful information related to the assassination 

of President Kennedy. 

 

05-Only name and general  

identifying information is  

redacted.      

[Bob, we have decided to always treat names and 

identifying information as separate redactions, so we 

will not be using this one] 

 

                                                                        [This 

could be a 1A or a 1B redaction.] 

 

The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of 

an intelligence agent that properly may be withheld 

under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act.  [Currently, 

the following sentence is also included for 1A 

postponements:] The Board is awaiting additional 

evidence from the CIA, at which tim it will 

reconsider the postponement. 

 

Or 

 

The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

06-Only name and specific  

identifying information is  

redacted.      

[Bob, we have decided to always treat names and 

identifying information as separate redactions, so we 

will not be using this one] 

 

[This could be a 1A or a 1B redaction.] 

 

The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of 

an intelligence agent that properly may be withheld 

under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act.  [Currently, 

the following sentence is also included for 1A 



postponements:] The Board is awaiting additional 

evidence from the CIA, at which tim it will 

reconsider the postponement. 

Or 

 

The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

07-Only confidential informant 

symbol number and specific 

identifying information is  

redacted.     [Bob, we have decided to always treat names and 

identifying information as separate redactions, so we 

will not be using this one] 

[Nor will we] 

 

08-File and office numbers 

particularly for CIA.   The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

09-Cable and dispatch number  The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

10-Prefix for cable or dispatch  The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

11-Job title (particular for CIA)  The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

12-Location     The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 



 

 

13-Known to be a pseudonym  The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

14-General description of a source 

No name or crypt provided  The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

15-1b restriction where only name 

is redacted     [This could be 1A or 1B] 

The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of 

an intelligence agent that properly may be withheld 

under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act.  [Currently, 

the following sentence is also included for 1A 

postponements:] The Board is awaiting additional 

evidence from the CIA, at which tim it will 

reconsider the postponement. 

 

Or 

 

The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

16-Surveillance method that is not 

officially released    The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

17-CIA crypt for a U.S. government  

entity.  (e.g., KUBARK)   The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 

methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

18-Slug line redaction (CIA only)  The text is redacted because it discusses sources and 



methods that properly may be withheld under Section 

6(1)(B) of the JFK Act. 

 

 

19-Informant file number   The text is redacted because the Review Board voted 

to postpone the sequential protion of this informant file 

number.  The Board concluded that such a 

postponement may be sustained under Section 6(4) of 

the JFK Act and that the release of the sequential 

portion of this number at this time would provide little, 

if any, useful information related to the assassination 

of President Kennedy. 

 

20-Informant identifying information The text is redacted because the Review Board voted to 

postpone informant identifying information.  In so 

doing, the Board found that the requirements for 

sustaining a postponement under Section 6(4) of the 

JFK Act were satisfied.  

 


